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  CRA’s European competition experts are highly skilled economists with extensive experience in competition cases. We combine our deep experience and expertise with rigorous empirical analysis, economic theory, and data science to offer concrete answers to the unique challenges that clients face on each case.

We can quickly mobilise our analytical and data-handling resources to help clients navigate the competition investigation process and make the best possible economic case. We focus on giving clear and accurate advice: getting meaningful evidence out of the available data; communicating clearly with the client; supporting the legal team in developing the most compelling and credible economic arguments; and engaging constructively on substance with the competition authorities.
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              Mergers
             
 Our expertise in economic theory, empirical analysis and data science allows us to help our clients efficiently and effectively navigate the merger review process. Simultaneously, our experience in collating and processing large datasets minimises the burden placed on internal business teams. Our expertise is reflected by our involvement in landmark cases that have set the course of merger control in Europe and around the world.

As well as navigating the merger review itself, we can assist in the planning stages of a transaction: identifying competition problems in advance and undertaking pre-emptive work that smooths and speeds up the notification process. As part of this we can also help construct and assess remedies packages that will help mitigate competition concerns.





 

              Abuse of dominance
             
 Authorities and courts recognise the need to assess the effects of potentially-abusive conduct. Economic analysis plays a key role in formulating and assessing potential “theories of harm” and collecting the data to test whether they apply in practice. We have worked on some of the most high-profile abuse cases of recent years, providing detailed and bespoke economic analyses for our clients.

Most conducts will have alternative, pro-competitive justifications. Given these trade-offs, we use economic models of firm and consumer behaviour, as well as empirical analysis, to assess whether consumers, and not just competitors, are adversely affected. We work with our clients and their legal teams to navigate competition investigations as well as advising them in advance on whether their own conduct, or that of their competitors, could be considered abusive.





 

              Horizontal agreements
             
 Economic analysis can play a key role in identifying whether an exchange of information had an adverse effect on competition in the market and distinguishing between pro- and anticompetitive conduct. Even in cartel cases economics is playing a greater role – especially in terms of assessing the effectiveness of the cartel, which can be an important element in negotiating a settlement with the authorities. CRA has considerable experience in assessing horizontal agreements and in conducting effects-based analysis.





 

              Damages and litigation
             
 Competition investigations are increasingly triggering significant claims for damages from potentially-affected parties. This is true not just of cartels, but also of conduct cases, and Courts across the world place weight on expert economic evidence that can help them understand the conduct at issue and quantify its effects.

When faced with the rigors of the litigation process, CRA provides clients with credible, clear and independent analysis for submission in legal proceedings and a track record of experience with testifying in courts and tribunals around the world. Our experience and analytical rigour helps ensure a strong performance when working on such cases and when explaining one’s analysis under cross examination in court.





 

              IP rights
             
 Recent years have seen an increase in the number of antitrust investigations of the behaviour of holders of important intellectual property rights. This trend is only likely to continue given the increasing emphasis on dynamic efficiency and the impact the competitive process in general, and horizontal mergers in particular, have on the pace and extent of innovation. From investigations of standard-essential patent licensing to “pay for delay” settlements, we have been deeply involved in issues arising at the intersection of competition and IP policy.





 

              State aid
             
 State aid has become a central concern of the European Commission, and this has coincided with a more economic approach to the assessment. In particular, state aid cases took on a new dimension in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, as the unprecedented severity of the crisis resulted in significant amounts of State support being granted to financial institutions and other companies. CRA has helped various companies and governmental departments to assess whether the aid in question is state aid, and if it is, whether this aid is compatible with the state aid rules. To this end, we have advised on the terms of some of the most high-profile government interventions.





 

              Vertical agreements
             
 Effects-based analyses are playing an increasingly important role in the assessment of vertical agreements such as most favoured nation clauses and restrictions on downstream distribution. Given the recognised efficiency benefits of vertical restrictions in terms of internalising externalities within the supply chain and resolving free-rider issues, our analysis can help distinguish between pro- and anticompetitive practices.





 


                Engagements
 
 	01
 CRA advises on Cisco’s acquisition of Splunk
 Charles River Associates was retained by Cisco, a leading global technology company, to provide economic analyses across worldwide jurisdictions in support of...
 
    View engagement
    

	02
 European Commission unconditionally approves INEOS’ acquisition of certain assets of TotalEnergies
 On March 13, 2024, the European Commission unconditionally approved INEOS’ acquisition of sole control of certain assets of TotalEnergies in France in Phase...
 
    View engagement
    

	03
 Competition Appeal Tribunal certified class action brought by Liza Lovdahl Gormsen v. Meta
 On February 15, 2024, the Competition Appeal Tribunal certified a class action brought by Liza Lovdahl Gormsen v. Meta. The action pertains to the unfair...
 
    View engagement
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          Latest insights
 
 	
 	European Competition
	Articles

  The EU’s SEP proposal: A geopolitical perspective
 CRA’s Dr. Benno Buehler and Kilian Mueller show that several concerns over the European Commission’s proposal for a regulation on standard essential patents...

 

	
 	Antitrust & Competition
	CRA Insights

  Antitrust & Competition Year in Review 2023
 In 2023 we worked on even more mergers and litigation cases, including several high-profile mergers requiring approvals in multiple jurisdictions. Our ability...
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              Upcoming events
 
 	
 	European Competition
	Sponsorship & Speaking Engagement

 	April 18, 2024
	London, UK

 ThoughtLeaders4 Competition Merger Control Forum 2024
 CRA is a proud sponsor of the event.
Oliver Latham is a panelist during the session titled “Examining Recent Cases in Big Tech and Digital Markets”...

 

	
 	Antitrust & Competition
	Sponsorship & Speaking Engagement

 	April 25, 2024
	Paris, France

 Concurrences Digital Antitrust: How to regulate?
 CRA is a proud sponsor of the event.
Mikaël Hervé is a panelist during the session titled “Competition in the Cloud Sector.”

As European policymakers are...
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              Recent events
 
 	
 	Antitrust & Competition
	Speaking Engagement

 	April 9, 2024
	Virtual

 LexisNexis Who Leads the Qi Wireless Charging Patent Race?
 Wireless charging is going mainstream with over 1 billion Qi-enabled devices sold. As Qi becomes the standard for wire-free charging in smartphones, wearables,...

 

	
 	European Competition
	Sponsorship & Speaking Engagement

 	March 20, 2024
	Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, London

 GCR Live: Telecoms, Media & Technology 2024
 Matteo Foschi is a panelist on “Digital ecosystem mergers: recent deals and current state of the market”. Panelists will look more specifically into two major...
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